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Week 10a: Voting: Who & How Many? (plus economic voting)

I. Electoral Participation (Franklin, ch. 8 of LN&N)
A. Three approaches to explaining voter participation

1. Individual-Resources Approach: what individuals bring to political process–knowledge,
wealth, time–determines voters

2. Political-Mobilization Approach: heightened awareness ‘duty’ or ‘civicness’ inculcated,
activated, or mobilized via media, parties, groups

3. Instrumental-Motivation Approach: people respond to perceived costs & benefits voting;
aim=political efficacy in terms influence policy (at least in concert w/ like-minded)

B. F’s broad arg: 3rd unduly neglected as explanation, esp., cross-national variation
in VP, spec’ly stresses small set legal & political-system variables in explain:

1. “salience” of elections [DEFINE]

2. compulsory voting

3. proportionality of electoral system

4. postal voting

5. weekend/workday polling
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C. F stresses, 1st, that cross-ctry variation VP much greater than b/w ind’s w/
diff. characteristics [Tab 8.1 = cross-ctry variation; Tab 8.2 compare individ.’s;
Fig 8.1: average over-time trend]
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New/Additional Data from LNN 2 revision:
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1. Ind-level diff’s explain much less of cross-ctry variation than country-level or system-
level variables (tho US greatest diffs b/w vote rates types of ind’s). Suggests:

a. much of explanation for variation VP must come from differences in political system not
from differences in demographics or average individual characteristics (e.g., education level)

b. follows, moreover, that if aim to 8 (or 9) VP, changes in pol institutions, environments,
& rules are way, esp. since most individual-level characteristics less manipulable
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D. Comparing approaches w/ these considerations in mind:

1. Individual-Resources approach:

a. Argument: people w/ time, $, & intellectual where-w/-all to participate

b. Evidence:

(1) W/in ctry, broadly true, though perhaps not so strong as you’d think.

(2) Cross-ctry: not much variation on avg levels, so don’t explain much.

2. Political-Mobilization approach:

a. Arg: grps, orgs, & media can be very effective in exhort, inculcate participatory ethic, etc.

b. evidence:

(1) no doubt group efforts effective (esp. drive to polls, register, etc.), media effect more debatable;

(2) even less cross-ctry var mobilization efforts than in ind char’s [though this impressionistic].

(3) [Note: if want use this as explanation of cross-ctry, over time, or cross-individuals (within or
across countries & time) variation in turnout, need explain why mobilization efforts would be
greater &/or more effective for some conditions/contexts/voters than others.]
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3. Instrumental-Motivation approach:

a. arg: people vote based perceived C&B (largely perceived policy-influence efficacy) voting

(1) Both other approaches indirectly address inst’l motivations (i.e., Instru. Motiv. subsumes)

(a) Education, experience, time, & money likely increase perception of efficacy & lower costs of voting

(b) Mobilization largely an effort to increase those perceived benefits & reduce those perceived costs;

i) [also, mobilization efforts of organizations strategic, so targeted to maximize return, which likely means follow what
know from Individual-Resources &/or Instrumental-Motivation approach.]

(2) I-M approach subsumes these two & also allows election contest itself to be factor driving turnout

b. Ordeshook heuristic model of voter turnout:

{ }( )Pr( )  = × − + − p aVote f pr pivotal X X B C

(1) Where pr{pivotal} = probability my vote shifts outcome, Xp and Xa = policy under preferred &
alternative, and B & C are inherent net costs & benefits, possibly subjective, of vote.

(2) Even though first term likely negligible in all democracies, most propositions derived from
consideration of this equation as a heuristic model have found good empirical support.
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c. Specific hypotheses F derives from this approach

(1) 8policy relevance of election & voter’s role in it Y 8voter turnout [calls this: salience]

(a) Is (effective) policymaking power clearly, unmitigatedly at stake?

i) [So what impact federalism, division of power, etc.?]

ii) [What of different elected office scattered over different elects?]

iii) [Could extend to “How much of total, effective government & policymaking power clear & unambig at stake this elect?”]

(b) Is election expected to be close? (esp. in my district?)

(c) Is outcome likely affect pub policy [about which I care]?

(d) Are perceived diff’s b/w perc’d alternatives large?

(2) Elect Sys that 9 proportion wasted votes 8 turnout

(a) So PR v. Plur/Maj? (b) # prtys cuts 2 ways, - dom

(3) Anything that 8 vote difficulty (costly in time, $,
opportunity costs), 9 VP

(a) compulsory voting
(b) registration laws
(c) weekend/workday polling

(d) advance and/or postal voting
(e) number of days polls are open

(f) [MORE IDEAS?]

(4) voter fatigue: 8 # distinct elects, length & complication of ballot Y 9 VP [correlates w/ no on 1a]

d. Evidence [review regression analysis if/as necessary]:

(1) The individual-level results are given in Table 8.3; Country-level results given in Table 8.4
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Revision in LNN2 added some methodological sophistication & some additional measures to cross-country estimates:

Majority Status is proximity of largest party’s previous vote-share to 50%. Logic: how competitively is Single-Party-Government at stake.
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Revision in LNN2 added some methodological sophistication & some additional measures to cross-country estimates:

Majority Status is proximity of largest party’s previous vote-share to 50%. Logic: how competitively is Single-Party-Government at stake.
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II. Helmut Norpoth, “The Economy,” in LNN
A. “Economic concerns almost everywhere bonds electorates & govts as tightly as

Siamese Twins joined at hip” (p. 300)

1. Incumbents presiding over good ec times more likely to win than presiding over bad

2. [Therefore] Governments try to bend economy to their will...

3. Economic adversity can kill infant dem & v.v. good times strengthen its foundation

B. The Vote Function–Reward-and-Punishment Calculus
1. Common or Conflicting Interests?

2. Symmetric or Asymmetric Reward & Punishment?

3. Personal or Sociotropic Concerns?

4. Retro- or Prospective Evaluation?

C. Vote function, whatever its form, varies across ctry-time. Why?
1. Clarity of responsibility (Powell & Whitten)

2. Alternatives for Discontent–2-prty sys clearest [US or UK?]

3. [any other ideas?]
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D. N demonstrates economic voting
exists as in Fig. 12.1] [Hibbs next]

1. No claim to explain it all [bit on
ceteris paribus, stochastic v.
systematic world, controlling for...]

2. Still, what exactly does vote fnctn
look like, when & where?

E. Butler & Stokes (1974): Valence
vs. Position Issues

1. Econ Prosperity=valence issue;
How Pursue=position issue

2. To ° econ=valence issue, parties &
cands compete votes less by offer diff promises as claim better plan achieve them;
suggests percept econ as/more import actual (but surely latter informs former)

3. Tradeoffs? Cannot usually pursue growth & employment, and anti-inflation simult’ly
a. Valence model: voters unaware of this Y Govt perceived constantly failing Y must

dissemble, misdirect, etc. as much as possible.
b. Position Model, contrarily, leads to L-R partisan politics (Hibbs)
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F. Uninformed voters?
1. Perfectly rational to be uninformed
2. (Partisan) ideological filters? Reputation
3. If electorate  right-on-average (unbiased) . irrelevant that uninformed.
4. Must pay for someone to inform?

a. Y incentives to distort,
b. voter must decide whom to believe, etc.

G. Simple Reward & Punishment Model (Key 1964; Kramer 1971; Kiewiet &
Rivers 1985): If incumb’s perform satisfactory, relect; if unsat, vote challenger

1. If true, notice how drastically 9 info requirement of voters
a. Reduces political universe to one actor
b. Retrospective–no need to eval promises of novel & unknown
c. Need only decide if you like outcomes, not evaluate policies

2. [But do voters act so? (If “some do, some don’t”: who? why?)]
a. Good reason to believe pub better able to eval incumb than opp [risk aversion],
b. but what about Party Reputations–can’t ignore opposition
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H. Asymmetric Reward & Punishment? (Negativity effect)
1. Seems econ bigger news & ˆ perhaps bigger issue when bad
2. Negativity effect: at 1st found some evidence, but more systematic, broader studies

since seem to have lain it to rest

I. Partisan Reward & Punishment?
1. Facts perceived through partisan-tinted glasses

a. [What is this effect? E.g., re: surveys econ expects (e.g., Mich Srvy Consumer Sentiments)]
b. [Is this necessarily irrational? How can explain this partisan effect?]

2. Partisan rep’s tend to attach certain econ issues to certain parties–e.g. Reps anti-
inflation & Dems anti-unemployment

a. Votes do seem respond somewhat thus–when 8 infl issue, 8R vote
b. N.b.: really strange incentives for partisan seeking re-elect [no evidence they respond thereto,

perhaps maintaining reputation too import?]
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J. Personal or Sociotropic Evaluation?
1. Pocket-book voting little empirical support in US (Kinder & Kiewiet 1979, Kiewiet

1983). Ethic of self-reliance in US?
2. However, not in UK, FR, GE, IT, or SP either! (Lewis-Beck 1988) Y must be else

a. Empirically, socio seems dominate pers in est’s of vote fncts! [So, people so altruistic? Or:
(1) specification/measure error: people selfish, & eval based personal, but these poorly measured

(2) Possibility voters attribute macro perform to politicians, not personal; and evaluate accordingly...
They care about personal, but believe politicians only effect on personal is embodied in agg effect

(3) Agg. may be better predictor of own future than own past.]

K. Retro- or Pro-spective: politicians rewarded for good past perform or for
expected productivity if re-elected?

1. Rationally, should be latter
a. In popularity functions, that appears to be so;
b. In vote fnctns, much less clear, if anything voters retro.

2. Implications for political manipulation of the economy


